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helping all kinds of clinicians to diagnose
and treat patients with sleep problems. The
lectures are summarised in this booklet.
Some of the speakers were recognised
authorities on the subject, others perhaps
could not politely be left out.
GA Schoenenberger summarises from a

partisan vantage the state of play on delta-
sleep-inducing-peptide. GA Groos usefully
discusses the suprachiasmatic nucleus as a
central pacemaker for the body's ubiquitous
near-24 hour rhythms. J Schouten writes on
the important topic of disturbed sleep in the

elderly, on the roles of environmental
disturbance, organic brain deterioration,
depression, pain, dyspnoea and nocturia.
He concludes that it is best to avoid sleeping
pills and (my eyebrows going up) that:

"Tying up patients worsens the restlessness
as a rule" (my italics). A professor of

anatomy, J Voogd, discusses the neuro-

anatomy of sleep-waking regulation and I
warmed to him as he wrote: "Systems such
as the monoaminergic connexi
ceived perhaps undue emphas
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histochemistry.
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er contributors book reflects the progress of the last 50
this nucleus. years in the understanding of the structure

fields of Forel and function of the normal and diseased
r the control of nervous system and charts the develop-
stimulation for ments made possible by technical innova-
ve alternative, tions of electron microscopy, biochemistry.
erform than a autoradiography. histochemistry and tissue
s predictable in culture.
O-physiological The scope of the 25 chapters is
the anatomical comprehensive, covering most aspects of

the nervous system in the best tradition of
JOHN ANDREW cellular and histological pathology. The

description of the normal structure of a
particular cell type, tissue element or brain
area is followed by a full list of pathological
conditions affecting them. Development
and myelination of the central nervous

ofthe Nervous system; neurons and neuroglia and their
ited by Webb reactions; origins and reactions of micro-
) Adams. (Pp glial cells; meninges, choroid plexus and
ois: Charles C ependyma; normal and diseased blood

vessels are all subjected to detailed study.
Separate chapters are devoted to the blood-

eased nervous brain barrier, cerebral oedema and, some-
ies. In the first what surprisingly, to glycogen. The most
with "basic", substantial part of the book deals with

-ir titles, which diseases of the grey and white matter.
iwiedge neces- Tumours receive a short, but masterly treat-
if the nervous ment. The more peripheral parts, including
g a long train the autonomic nervous system, peripheral
with students nerves, sensory end organs and muscles are
urry to pass an also well represented; the chapter on
:egory contains the autonomic system is particularly
*bed every day illuminating.
d near to the It is a welcome change to see a chapter on
isy reach. The the neglected circumventricular organs and
membership of a full and modern account on the pineal
to embrace all gland. The endocrine connection is
morbid neural represented by an excellent chapter on the
which make us hypothalamo-hypophyseal system, while
study of the the adeno-hypophysis is dealt with some-
ongst this last what summarily. The sensory organs of
gs. The pub- hearing, vision and olfaction, outposts of
I" work on the the nervous system and frequently ignored
true: it is a by neuropathology textbooks, are explored
concept and in separate chapters.
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